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4 HYDRAULIC MODEL DETAILS
4.3

CELBRIDGE AND HAZELHATCH

4.3.1

General Hydraulic Model Information

(1) Introduction:
The Eastern CFRAM Flood Risk Review (IBE0600Rp0001_Flood Risk Review_F02) highlighted Celbridge
and Hazelhatch in the Liffey catchment as Areas for Further Assessment for fluvial flooding based on a
review of historic flooding and the extents of flood risk determined during the PFRA.
The Celbridge / Hazelhatch model represents the watercourses, including a portion of the middle River
Liffey, affecting the town of Celbridge and the Hazelhatch area to the south-east of the town. A number of
minor watercourses affect the AFAs including the Crippaun, Coolfitch, Hazelhatch, Kilwoghan and
Shinkeen.
The Clane model is located immediately upstream of the Celbridge / Hazelhatch model (on the medium
priority reach of the River Liffey). The River Morell (Turnings model) flows into the River Liffey along the
medium priority reach of the River Liffey at the upstream extent of this model. The Leixlip model is located
immediately downstream of this model on the high priority reach of the River Liffey, downstream of Leixlip
reservoir.
There are two gauging stations within the Celbridge / Hazelhatch model extents. No recorded flow data
records were provided for the upstream gauging station called Straffan U/S (09034 – ESB) on the main
channel of the Liffey. Continuous flow data is however available further downstream at the Celbridge
gauging station (09006 – ESB) for the periods of 1967 – 1986 and from 1995 - 1997. This gauging station
was not given a classification under FSU but data provided by ESB indicates that there is confidence in
the rating at the Qmed value from the extracted AMAX series of 56.5m3/s. Visual inspection of the records
indicates that there may be some gaps in the data although these do not seem to be consistent with any
known flood events, although the long gap in the gauge record from 1986 to 1995 does coincide with the
occurrence of Hurricane Charlie in late August 1986. This suggests the gauge may have malfunctioned
during this particular flood event but the 19 years of data prior to this are considered complete. The
gauged Qmed value is similar in magnitude to catchment descriptor based estimates for the middle
catchment; although it must be pointed out that the gauged Qmed is derived from a record which allows for
the releases from the upper catchment through the dams at Golden Falls and Pollaphuca. Nevertheless it
is prudent that the gauged Qmed figure of 56.5m3/s is used as the basis for design flows at the gauging
station.
No catchment rainfall run-off models have been developed for the Celbridge / Hazelhatch model as the
available gauge data on the main channel of the Liffey includes the intermittent releases from the dams
upstream and as such calibration of the models could not be achieved. Tributaries which enter the model
laterally represent small catchments which are ungauged and as such calibration of catchment models
IBE0600Rp0027
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could not be achieved.
All index flows derived for the main channel HEPs have initially been adjusted downwards slightly based
on the relationship between the FSU catchment descriptor based estimate at the Celbridge gauging
station (09006 – ESB) and the observed value. Flow estimates for the Morrell River entering the model at
09_1627_6_RPS have been adjusted upwards based on the simulated Qmed value at the Morrell Bridge
gauging station just upstream (09024 – EPA). Estimates of flow on the minor tributaries have been
estimated using the IH124 catchment descriptor based method and have not been adjusted.
The only reach of MPW within this model is on the River Liffey upstream of the Celbridge AFA. All
modelled watercourses have been modelled as 1D-2D, making best use of LiDAR available (which is
available across the model extents). Channel markers have been located at the right and left banks of all
cross sections. Flow within these markers is calculated by the 1D model component; however when the
water level rises sufficiently to meet the bank markers flow can enter the 2D domain which represents the
floodplain.
(2) Model Reference:

HA09_CELB3B

(3) AFAs included in the model:

CELBRIDGE & HAZELHATCH

(4) Primary Watercourses / Water Bodies (including local names):
SHINKEEN STREAM

HAZELHATCH WATERCOURSE

BALLYMAKEALY

BALSCOTT WATERCOURSE

SIMMONSTOWN

CRIPPAUN (TONI RIVER)

COOLFITCH

LIFFEY

KILWOGHAN
BALLYMADEER

(5) Software Type (and version):
(a) 1D Domain:
MIKE 11 (2011)

(b) 2D Domain:
MIKE 21 - Rectangular Mesh

(c) Other model elements:
MIKE FLOOD (2011)

(2011)
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Hydraulic Model Schematisation

(1) Map of Model Extents:

Figure 4.3.1: Map of Model Extents

Figure 4.3.2: Map of Model Extents in AFA vicinity
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This map illustrates the extent of the modelled catchment, river centre line, HEP locations and AFA
extents as applicable. The Celbridge / Hazelhatch model contains 8 Upstream Limit HEPs, 1 Downstream
Limit HEP and 9 Intermediate HEPs. It also contains 2 Gauging Station HEPs and 10 Trib HEPs.
(2) x-y Coordinates of River (Upstream extent):
River Name
09SHIA

x

y

SHINKEEN STREAM

298523

231418

09BALS

BALSCOTT WATERCOURSE

298862

230744

09COOL

COOLFITCH

296432

229824

298212

229946

09HAZE

HAZELHATCH
WATERCOURSE

09SIMM

SIMMONSTOWN

297475

231814

09LIFF

LIFFEY

291700

229217

09BALL

BALLYMAKEALY

295890

232029

09CRIP

CRIPPAUN

294865

233122

09KILO

KILWOGHAN

295845

234757

09MACL

BALLYMADEER

300445

233354

39 km

(3) Total Modelled Watercourse Length:
(4) 1D Domain only Watercourse Length:

0 km

(5) 1D-2D Domain

39 km

Watercourse Length:
Rectangular / 5 metres / 100 km2

(6) 2D Domain Mesh Type / Resolution / Area:
(7) 2D Domain Model Extent:

Figure 4.3.3 represents the modelled extents and the general topography of the catchment within the 2D
model domain. The river centre-line is shown in black with white areas representing blocked cells i.e. river
centre lines, buildings or the area beyond the 2D model domain. There was no further post processing of
the data contained within the mesh required. Changes in the vertical scale of this map are outlined by the
index, all levels have been set to OD Malin (metres).
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Figure 4.3.3: 2D Domain Model Extent
Figure 4.3.4 shows an overview drawing of the model schematisation. Figure 4.3.5 to Figure 4.3.8 show
detailed views. The overview diagram covers the model extents, showing the surveyed cross-section
locations, AFA boundary and river centre line. It also shows the area covered by the 2D model domain.
The detailed areas are provided where there is the most significant risk of flooding. These diagrams
include the surveyed cross-section locations, AFA boundary and river centreline. They also show the
location of the critical structures as discussed in Section 4.3.3, along with the location and extent of the
links between the 1D and 2D models. Note that there are no links provided at locations where flood water
would not be able to flow from the channel to the floodplain e.g. bridges, long culverts or other structures.
For some minor watercourses, the links are provided along the river centreline.
The upstream extent of the model on the River Liffey commences approximately 600 metres upstream of
Straffan Bridge (to allow accurate representation of flows through the bridge).

The flood mapping

commences at Straffan Bridge (as flood mapping upstream of this location is covered by the Clane
model). Both the model and the flood mapping end at Leixlip dam on the River Liffey.
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Figure 4.3.4: Overview of Model Schematisation

Figure 4.3.5: Model Schematisation showing the upper reaches of the Hazelhatch and Balscott
Watercourses
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Figure 4.3.6: Model Schematisation showing the upper reach of the Coolfitch Watercourse

Figure 4.3.7: Model Schematisation showing the River Liffey and its confluences with the
Ballymakealy and Simmonstown Watercourses
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Figure 4.3.8: Model Schematisation showing the River Liffey and its confluence with the Crippaun
Watercourse
(8) Survey Information
(a) Survey Folder Structure:
First Level Folder

Second Level Folder

Third Level Folder

Murphy_E09_M03B_WP5_120615_09SHIA

SS

V0_09SHIA_Ascii

Celbridge & Hazelhatch

V0_09SHIA_GIS and

Structure_Register

Murphy: Surveyor Name

Floodplain Photos

E09: Eastern CFRAM Study Area,

V0_09SHIA_Photos

Hydrometric Area 9

09SHIA00001_d

Photos (Naming

M03B: Model Number 3B

convention is in the

09SHIA: River Reference

format of Cross-Section

WP5 : Work Package 5

ID and orientation -

Version: Most up to date

upstream, downstream,

120615– Date Issued (15th JUN 2012)

left bank or right bank)

(b) Survey Folder References:
Reach ID
09SHIA

IBE0600Rp0027
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File Reference
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09BALS

BALSCOTT WATERCOURSE

Murphy_E09_M03B_WP5_120801_09BALS

09COOL

COOLFITCH

Murphy_E09_M03B_WP5_120801_09COOL

09HAZE

HAZELHATCH WATERCOURSE

Murphy_E09_M03B_WP5_120801_09HAZE

09MILH

MILH

Murphy_E09_M03B_WP5_120801_09MILH

09MILL

LIFFEY MILLRACE

Murphy_E09_M03B_WP5_120801_09MILL

09MILL

MILX

Murphy_E09_M03B_WP5_120801_09MILX

09ROCK

LIFFEY MILLRACE

Murphy_E09_M03B_WP5_120801_09ROCK

09SIMM

SIMMONSTOWN

Murphy_E09_M03B_WP5_120801_09SIMM

09SLUI

SLUICE

Murphy_E09_M03B_WP5_120801_09SLUI

09STRA

STRALEEK WATERCOURSE

Murphy_E09_M03B_WP5_120801_09STRA

09TEMP

TEMPLE PLACE

Murphy_E09_M03B_WP5_120801_09TEMP

09WEIR

WEIR

Murphy_E09_M03B_WP5_120801_09WEIR

(9) Survey Issues:
It was identified that there was no cross-section recorded at the location of the Celbridge Gauging Station
(09006). As this was a requirement of the survey specification, and as the station was last active in 1997,
it is assumed that the gauging station is no longer present and consequently a cross-section at this
location is not required. There was no post processing of the data contained within the 2D mesh required.
There were no other survey issues identified for this model.

4.3.3

Hydraulic Model Construction

(1) 1D Structures (in-channel along

See Appendix A.1

modelled watercourses):

Number of Bridges and Culverts: 93
Number of Weirs: 23

The survey information recorded includes a photograph of each structure, which has been used to
determine the Manning's n value. Further details are included in Chapter 3.5.1. A discussion on the way
structures have been modelled is included in Chapter 3.3.4.
Critical Structures:

IBE0600Rp0027
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Plate 4.3.1: Weir at 09LIFF02805_UP

Plate 4.3.2: Culvert at 09BALS00108_u

Plate 4.3.3: Culvert at 09HAZE00428_5

Plate 4.3.4: Culvert at 09CRIP00075_down

Plate 4.3.5: Culvert at 09COOL00150D_DS
09LIFF02805_UP: Weir located on River Liffey, influencing flooding of agricultural land in the Newtown
area.
09BALS00108_u and 09HAZE00428_5: Culverts under the Grand Canal on the Balscott and Hazelhatch
watercourses respectively, causing flooding upstream of the embankment for events with at least 1% AEP.
09CRIP00075_down: Culvert on the Crippaun (Toni) River at Vanessa Close, which blocked in August
2008, causing flooding upstream.
09COOL00150D_DS: Culvert on the Coolfitch watercourse which restricts the flow during events with at
IBE0600Rp0027
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least 10% AEP, resulting in flooding upstream.
(2) 1D Structures in the 2D domain

None

(beyond the modelled watercourses):
(3) 2D Model structures:

None

(4) Defences: No formal defences
(5) Model Boundaries - Inflows:
Full details of the flow estimates are provided in the Hydrology Report (IBE0600Rp0016_HA09
Hydrology Report_F01-Section 4.8 and Appendix D. The boundary conditions implemented in the model
are as follows.
Table 4.3.1: Model Boundary Conditions

During the model calibration stage, it was necessary to alter some flows generated for this model, as
initially presented in the hydrology report. It was found that design flows in the Crippaun, Hazelhatch and
Shinkeen streams were too low to replicate historic flooding which had been observed / recorded. The
design flows were reviewed and the contributing catchments re-analysed to ascertain if there were
additional sources of flow which may be contributing to flood flow in the identified watercourses. Following
this review the following additions were made to the design flows:
1. Following discussion with Waterways Ireland it was ascertained that a significant overflow from
the Grand Canal discharges into a watercourse to the east of the modelled portions of the Balscott
Watercourse / Shinkeen Stream (see Plate 4.3.6). This overflow is remote from the modelled
watercourse and has not been surveyed and a full assessment of it contribution to flood flow
would require hydrological / hydraulic analysis of the greater Grand Canal system. In the absence
IBE0600Rp0027
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of this analysis an assumption has been made that the 1% AEP flow contributed at the overflow is
equivalent to the estimated full bore hydraulic capacity of the overflow structure. This was
estimated to be 6.86 m3/s and the growth factors for the Shinkeen Stream were used to factor this
flow for the various return periods.

Plate 4.3.6: Overflow from Grand Canal to Balscott / Shinkeen Stream

2. The initial IH124 derived flows were considered against FSU derived flows. Initial estimates based
on physical catchment descriptors found both methods to be well matched however a review of
nearby and hydrologically similar FSU pivotal sites suggested that the FSU equation may
underestimate the index flood flow. In light of this the FSU estimates including an adjustment
factor based on the two most hydrologically similar pivotal sites (excluding very remote or highly
urbanised) were used to derive adjustment factors to apply to initial estimates for all three
watercourses. In light of this estimates based on FSU catchment descriptors were increased by
factors of 1.12 to 1.16.
3. One inflow to the Hazelhatch stream emanates from a 0.45m diameter pipe (as shown in the
survey drawing at cross-section 09SHIA00008J) draining an area around the Hazelhatch AFA
extents (at node UN_Liffey_Inter). It has not been possible to estimate the extent of catchment
draining to this outfall and as such it has been assumed that the outfall flows at the hydraulic
capacity of the outfall for the 1% AEP event estimated at 0.42m3/s (extracted from ‘Tables for the
hydraulic design of pipes, sewers and channels’ 7th Edition, HR Wallingford and D.I.H. Barr).
Growth factors for the Hazelhatch Stream were used to factor this flow for the various return
IBE0600Rp0027
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periods (as detailed in the Hydrology report).
4. It was noted during draft modelling of Baldonnell that there is an overspill from the Griffeen
catchment which drains into the Shinkeen stream. Estimates of the overspill peak flow were
extracted from the Draft Baldonnell model and incorporated into this model in order to represent
the contributing flow from the Griffeen catchment.
The main inflow to the model is shown in Figure 4.3.9 and represents the flow in the River Liffey during a
1% AEP event. The hydrograph shows two peaks which represents two flood scenarios. The first event
which peaks at approx 85 m3/s shows the 1% AEP event where the contributing catchment starts
downstream of the two ESB dams (Pollaphuca and Golden falls). The second peak which plateaus at 120
m3/s represents a controlled release of flow from the dams as might arise during a 1% AEP event. The
timing and duration of the peak dam release flow scenario is based on a review of the eight dam annual
maximum (AMAX) releases which have occurred since 2005. No data is available between 1982 and 2005
and the data available between 1975 and 1982 although rich in extreme peak flows did not contain any
long duration dam releases possibly indicating a much changed operational regime since this earlier
period of data. Analysis of concurrent rainfall records found that the two most significant events
(09/12/2009 and 10/07/2012) were preceded by 25 day critical event rainfall sums of 20% and 12.5% AEP
frequency (the other events were either less than Qmed or extremely short in duration). Analysis of the two
events resulted in estimated time to hydrograph peaks from the end of the rainfall event of 100 hours and
117 hours respectively. This information, together with the width / duration of each hydrograph, 24 and 48
hours respectively, has been used to generate a hydrograph to incorporate both the fluvial and the dam
release hydrographs in this model. Further details can be found in the Hydrology Report. Please refer to
Section 4.3.5(2) for information on updates incorporated into the final model.

Figure 4.3.9: Combined Fluvial and Dam Release Inflow Hydrograph for River Liffey (1% AEP
Event)
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(6) Model Boundaries –

The downstream boundary condition is a Q-h relationship, generated

Downstream Conditions:

based on the cross-section at the downstream extent of the model.
This is located at Ch 49881.857 of the River Liffey, immediately upstream
of the Leixlip Hydro-Electric Dam (Plate 4.3.7). Please refer to Section
4.3.5 for details of the sensitivity analysis on this boundary condition. The
upstream

extent

of

the

Leixlip

model

commences

downstream of the Leixlip Hydro-Electric Dam.

immediately

Consequently, the

downstream boundary of this model is independent of the Q-h relationship
at the upstream extent of the Leixlip model.

Plate 4.3.7: Downstream of Leixlip Dam
(7) Model Roughness:
(a) In-Bank (1D Domain)

Minimum 'n' value: 0.035

Maximum 'n' value: 0.070

(b) MPW Out-of-Bank (1D)

Minimum 'n' value: 0.035

Maximum 'n' value: 0.035

(c) MPW/HPW Out-of-Bank

Minimum 'n' value: 0.013

Maximum 'n' value: 0.060

(2D)

(Inverse of Manning's 'M')

(Inverse of Manning's 'M')

IBE0600Rp0027
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Figure 4.3.10: Map of 2D Roughness (Manning's n)
Figure 4.3.10 illustrates the roughness values applied within the 2D domain of the model. Roughness in
the 2D domain was applied based on land type areas defined in the CORINE Land Cover Map with
representative roughness values associated with each of the land cover classes in the dataset. Null
Manning's M values on inland water bodies were corrected to Manning's n of 0.033.
(d) Examples of In-Bank Roughness Coefficients
Plate 4.3.8: River Liffey - 09LIFF3634W_UP

Plate

4.3.9:

River

Kilwoghan

09KILO00012W_down

IBE0600Rp0027
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Manning's n = 0.035

Manning's n = 0.040

Standard natural stream or river in stable condition

River with shallows and meanders and noticeable
aquatic growth.

Plate 4.3.10: River Shinkeen - 09SHIN00299I_US

Plate

4.3.11:

River

Hazelhatch

-

09HAZE00125_down

Manning's n = 0.050
Manning's n = 0.070

Sluggish reach with gravel and weeds

Sluggish reaches, noticeable aquatic growth and
deep pools.

4.3.4

Sensitivity Analysis

To be completed at Final Stage (F04)

4.3.5

Hydraulic Model Calibration and Verification

(1) Key Historical Floods (From IBE0600Rp0008_HA09 Inception Report_F02 unless otherwise
specified): Please refer to Section 4.3.5(2) for information on updates to the final model.
(a) August 2008
IBE0600Rp0027
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result of heavy and prolonged rainfall.
Met Éireann recorded 81.6mm of rainfall at the Celbridge station in the 24-hour
period from midnight Friday 8th August until midnight on Saturday 9th August, which
was a record for the station. Flooding in the Celbridge area was caused by the Toni
River (aka Crippaun River), a tributary of the Liffey, backing up. Eight houses in the
Vanessa Close Estate were damaged by this flooding with water reaching about
0.60m (see Figure 4.3.15). Some roads were also impassable, namely the Clane to
Celbridge Road and Ardrass Road from Straffan to Celbridge. Sewage flooded onto
the streets, as a result of pumps being flooded.
There are no further details on the return period or peak flows available for this event.
Discussions with the Local Authority (meeting held on 01/04/14) revealed that the
flooding in Vanessa Close was the result of a culvert blockage downstream. It is
assumed that the culverts are not blocked for model simulations and consequently
there is no flooding predicted in the Vanessa Close area - for further details, please
see Section 1.1.6 (1) - Hydraulic Model Assumptions. The roads identified above are
not located near to any modelled watercourses (see Figure 4.3.12) and so it is
assumed that the flooding was from an alternative source during this event.
(b)

November

2002

Widespread flooding occurred in mid November 2002 as a result of heavy and
prolonged rainfall. The rainfall event had a return period of approximately 50 years.
Flooding was severe in some parts as the catchments were already somewhat
saturated, following high levels of rainfall in October and early November. The total
rainfall depth measured at Dublin Airport during this event was 87mm, while 72mm of
rainfall was recorded at Casement.
In Celbridge, the Clane and Ardclough Road were both flooded as was the junction
between Oldtown Road and Main Street at the mill. Three properties were also
affected by the floods. It is reported that flooding was a result of the River Liffey
overflowing. No further details were available on any damage caused.
The Ardclough Road (Page 8 of the draft final flood extent map and Figure 4.3.11) is
contained within the modelled 1% AEP flood extent.

The Clane Road (located

beyond the draft final map extents) and the Oldtown Mill (Page 6 of the draft final
flood extent map) are not located near to any modelled watercourses (see Figure
4.3.12) and so it is assumed that the flooding was from an alternative source during
this event.

IBE0600Rp0027
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Ardclough
Road

Figure 4.3.11: Flood extents in the Ardclough Road area for the 10%, 1% and
0.1%

AEP

events

Oldtown Mill

Ardrass Road
Clane Road

Figure 4.3.12: Identification of locations with reported flooding relative to
modelled watercourses
(c)

5th

November 2000

Extensive flooding occurred throughout large parts of Dublin and Kildare in November
2000 as a result of heavy rainfall, high tides and strong winds.
In Celbridge, approximately 56mm of rainfall fell on Sunday 5th November and

IBE0600Rp0027
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19.1mm fell on Monday 6th November causing the level of the River Liffey to reach
that of the pedestrian bridge. The Clane Road, Ardclough Road and some minor
roads in the vicinity were impassable due to the floods while sandbags were
distributed to minimise flooding of properties. Flooding of a pumping station also
occurred and one house was affected by minor sewage flooding. Photographs are
available displaying the extent of the damage in the Celbridge area.
Sandbags were distributed to the Hazelhatch area by the Civil Defence due to the
high level of the River Liffey. Up to 3,000 rail passengers were hit by travel chaos as
the flooding at Hazelhatch caused cancellation of rail services between Cork and
Dublin.
There are no further details on the return period or peak flows available for this event,
however, aerial photographs are available of flooding from the Hazelhatch and
Shinkeen watercourses, as shown below (Figure 4.3.13).

A comparison of the

photographs and the draft final flood extent maps show that the historical flood
extents fall between the 1% AEP and 0.1% AEP modelled flood extents. The nearest
hydrometric gauge with data available for this event (09002 - Lucan) recorded a
discharge of 23.7 m3/s which is the largest discharge on record. This discharge is in
excess of a 1% AEP event when compared with the design flow at this location
(21.61 m3/s), which correlates well with the above comparison between modelled and
recorded flood extents.
Page 10 of the draft final flood extent maps indicates that a section of railway line is
located within the 0.1% AEP flood extent. Appendix A.2 shows a long section of the
Balscott and Shinkeen watercourses for the 1% AEP event. Please refer to Section
4.3.5(2) for information on updates to the final model.
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Celbridge
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Hazelhatch Rd
Tennis Club

Celbridge

GAA Club

Hazelhatch Rd
Shinkeen
Watercourse

Tennis Club

Hazelhatch
Watercourse
Figure 4.3.13: Comparison of aerial photography of the 05/11/00 flood event and the modelled flood
extents in the downstream Hazelhatch / Shinkeen area
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Figure 4.3.14: Comparison of aerial photography of the 05/11/00 flood event and the modelled flood
extents in the upstream Hazelhatch / Shinkeen area
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The review indicated that parts of Hazelhatch were affected by flooding in September
1999. The River Road flooded to depths in excess of 500mm and was impassable for
some time. Hazelhatch Road also flooded to depths varying from 100mm to 300mm,
although it was not closed to traffic. Up to six houses on Hazelhatch Road were
surrounded by water but were not affected by internal flooding.
Celbridge Tennis Courts were inundated with silt deposits causing damage. The
Celbridge G.A.A. clubhouse car park and football pitch were inundated with
floodwaters. No further details of the flood event were provided.
There are no further details on the return period, peak flows or cause of flooding
available for this event.

However, the areas and properties identified above are

located within the 0.1% AEP draft flood extent map. The modelled depth of water
along the Hazelhatch Road for this event is up to approximately 200 mm.
(e) April 1998

Flooding of properties and agricultural land occurred in Celbridge and Hazelhatch in
April 1998.
An Agricultural Report on Flooding on the land of Stud farm at Commons Upper,
Ardclough, Co. Kildare states that poor drainage capacity in a tributary of the River
Liffey causes flooding of lands in the area. Homes were also flooded on Hazelhatch
Road, as was the Celbridge Tennis Club and Celbridge G.A.A. club. The flooding was
caused by an overflow on the Grand Canal, some 1,200 yards north of the
Hazelhatch Bridge. No additional information relating to any damage caused is
provided.
There are no further details on the return period, peak flows or levels or cause of
flooding available for this event. However, the areas and properties identified above
are located within the 0.1% AEP draft flood extent map.

(f) June 1993

Widespread flooding occurred across Dublin, Kildare and Wicklow as a result of
prolonged rainfall beginning on Friday 11th June and lasting for over two days.
The heavy rainfall caused flooding in Celbridge with 58.9mm of rain falling in 24
hours from 09.00 on 11th June to 09.00 on 12th June. The River Liffey overflowed its
banks as a result causing areas between Sallins and Celbridge to be underwater for
most of the weekend. The peak flow of the River Liffey at the Celbridge Gauge was
estimated to be 143 m3/s as per the ESBI Report entitled "River Liffey Flood of June
1993" (Reference 14).
Based on the modelled flows, the peak flow recorded during this flood event results in
an estimated AEP of just less than 1% (which has a peak flow of 155.6 m3/s at this
location). Reviewing the draft flood extent maps show that the areas identified above
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are contained within the 1% AEP extent (Page 7 of 11) therefore providing model
validation. There are no further details of cause of flooding, source or flows are
available for this event.
(g)

November

Flooding occurred in the Dublin and Celbridge areas in November 1968 as a result of
heavy rainfall; however no details are provided in relation to any damage which may

1968

have been caused. The River Tolka recorded a peak flow of 45-48m3/s at
Drumcondra Hydrometric Station as per the EPA report entitled "Flooding in the Tolka
Catchment 8 January 2005" (Reference 6). with the River Liffey yielding a peak flow
of 64m3/s at Celbridge Hydrometric Station according to the ESB Report "River Liffey
Flood Control and Dam Safety" (Reference 17).
No details of the flood extent or flood levels are available, and so this event has not
been used during model calibration or validation.
(h)

November

The historical data indicated that severe flooding occurred in November 1965
following three days of torrential rain.

1965

There is little information given in relation to the effects of the November 1965 flood
event in Celbridge outside of 89m3/s being the annual maximum flow of the River
Liffey for the hydrometric year as obtained from the ESB Report entitled "River Liffey
Flood Control and Dam Safety” (Reference 17). It is assumed this occurred in late
November 1965.
No details of the flood extent or flood levels are available, and so this event has not
been used during model calibration or validation.
(i)

December

1954

Gale force winds, reaching speeds of up to 65mph, and torrential rain caused
widespread flooding throughout Dublin and parts of Kildare in early December 1954.
The flooding was reported to be the worst for many years with an estimated AEP of
1.1%.
In Celbridge, the ESB Report entitled "River Liffey Flood Control and Dam Safety"
(Reference 17) describes how the River Liffey yielded an annual maximum flow of
155m3/s for the hydrometric year at the Celbridge Hydrometric Station. However, the
exact date of this flow is not presented in the report but it is assumed to have
occurred in December 1954.
No details of the flood extent or flood levels are available, and so this event has not
been used during model calibration or validation.

Summary of Calibration
At Celbridge and Hazelhatch, there is a long history of flooding events however there is little detailed
information available for each event. Most reports do not specify the exact location which was affected or
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the source or magnitude of flooding. Due to the lack of data available, it is only possible to conduct a
limited verification exercise on this model. Information from November 2002, November 2000, September
1999, April 1998 and June 1993 was used to support the model results, however detailed calibration was
not possible due to the limited nature of the information available. Consequently, confidence in how the
model represents the hydraulic regime is considered low. This can be improved when new data which can
be used for model calibration and verification becomes available.
There are two hydrometric stations within the Celbridge / Hazelhatch model extents, one of which has flow
records. Following receipt of the requested survey information at this gauging station, these records will
be used to review the model and determine if adjustment to model parameters is required.
The Vanessa Close area of Celbridge is not contained within the modelled flood extents, although this
area did flood in August 2008. Kildare CoCo confirmed that a blockage to the 1050mm diameter culvert
downstream of Vanessa Close (Figure 4.3.15) resulted in flooding the surrounding area. As the model
simulation assumes no culvert blockages, it is proposed to conduct a sensitivity analysis on this culvert in
a subsequent version of this report.
Culvert Entrance

Vanessa Lawns

Crippaun
(Toni) River Direction

of

Vanessa Close

flow

Figure 4.3.15: (top) Location of the culvert in Vanessa Close and (bottom) Culvert entrance in
vicinity of Vanessa Lawns / Vanessa Close (09CRIP00075_down)
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An assumption has been made on the contribution to this catchment from the Grand Canal (see Section
4.3.3).

The areas around the Hazelhatch and Shinkeen watercourses are very sensitive to this

assumption. The observed flood extents shown in the aerial photography correlate well with the 0.1%
AEP event. However, an amendment to the assumptions made would significantly alter the flood extents
in this area. The contribution from the Grand Canal will be subject to a sensitivity analysis in a subsequent
version of this report, with a recommendation of further investigation and analysis made if necessary.

Model flows were checked against the estimated flows at HEP check points where possible to ensure they
were within an acceptable range. Appendix A.3 states that the modelled flows correlate well with the
estimated flows at each HEP, with all differences less than 10% except at the 09_501_Inter_1 HEP
(further details provided in Appendix A.3). Please refer to Section 4.3.5(2) for information on updates to
the final model.

The mass error in the model was calculated to ensure the model schematisation is robust. The mass error
in the 1% AEP design run was found to be 1.79%, which is within acceptable limits. There are no
significant instabilities within the model.

Overall, the model is performing well and is supported by historic information, although this information is
quite limited. Despite lack of calibration and verification data, the model is considered to be performing
satisfactorily for design event simulation. Please refer to Section 4.3.5(2) for information on updates to the
final model.
(2) Post Public Consultation Updates:
During the public consultation, it was suggested that flooding of lands adjacent to Commons Lower is
underestimated (in both extent and frequency) in the draft flood mapping.
RPS reviewed the hydraulic model in order to simulate flood events which would achieve closer correlation
to the reported flood extents. This investigation commenced with an assessment of an increase in the
flow contribution to the Shinkeen watercourse from the Grand Canal.
The above measure resulted in an increase in both the frequency and extent of flooding in the Commons
Lower area. However, it also resulted in properties within Hazelhatch village being located within the 2%
AEP event. There were no reports or records providing evidence that these properties were at risk from
fluvial flooding and so it was determined that the reported flooding in the Commons Lower was via a
different mechanism. The flow contribution from the Grand Canal to the Shinkeen watercourse follows the
initial hydrological calculations and has not been increased in the final model.
The investigation then considered the following:


A review and update of the pivotal sites used and a review and update of the AMAX data used.
This led to an increase in the adjustment factors used to calculate flows along the Hazelhatch
watercourse.

RPS are satisfied that all contributing catchments have been taken into

consideration.
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A review of the Manning’s n values along the modelled watercourses, with minor updates to the
Hazelhatch watercourse implemented.

The two measures above resulted in an increase in both the frequency and extent of flooding in the
Commons Lower area (see Figure 4.3.16) however, it was concluded that simulated flood events still did
not adequately represent the reported flood extents. RPS are satisfied that the hydrological and hydraulic
analysis adequately represents the fluvial flood extents.

Figure 4.3.16: Modelled Fluvial Flood Events in the Commons Lower Area.
Information was received from Kildare County Council and through attendees at the Options Public
Consultation Day (18/02/16) which provided evidence of the November 2014 flooding. A selection of the
photographs received are shown in Figure 4.3.17, and provide an overview of the reported flood extents.
They show large areas under flood water in the vicinity of the GAA club, tennis club and primary school.
The final flood maps show these areas lie predominantly within the 0.1% AEP fluvial extent, with part of
the GAA grounds within the 1% AEP fluvial extent (Figure 4.3.18).

Feedback from the consultation

process suggests that flooding in these areas is more frequent than that shown on the flood maps.
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1

2

3

4

Figure 4.3.17: Photographs of flooding on 13th / 14th November 2014. 1. GAA Club; 2. Tennis Club
& Hazelhatch watercourse; 3. St Patricks PS looking towards GAA Club; 4. St Patricks PS looking
towards Primrose Gate.

3

4

1

2

Figure 4.3.18: Approximate location of Photographs relative to modelled flood extents
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During the public consultation, it was stated that there are springs located within the Commons Lower
area, and that there is a high water table due to the geology of the area. These characteristics, in addition
to the local (predominantly flat) topography result in flooding from both groundwater and pluvial sources.
The OPW PFRA pluvial mapping supports this assessment, as shown in Figure 4.3.19. The 30 year
return period pluvial extent covers a large part of the Commons Lower area, including the GAA club,
tennis club and primary school (which flooded during November 2014, as shown in Figure 4.3.17).

Celbridge AFA

Hazelhatch AFA

100 year extent
30 year extent

Figure 4.3.19: OPW PFRA Pluvial Mapping (30 year and 100 year return periods)
A single cross-section was raised on the right bank along the Crippaun watercourse, in order to represent
a change to the local topography since the survey had been completed prior to construction of the
hydraulic model. However, this model update did not result in a significant change to the flood extents (as
shown in Figure 4.3.20). This is because the principal flooding mechanism is due to flooding overland flow
across the floodplain from further upstream to the area adjacent to the updated cross-section shown in
Figure 4.3.20.
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Figure 4.3.20: Location where model cross-section was amended on the Crippaun watercourse
The main inflow to the Celbridge model has been updated to replicate the extracted discharge output of
the model located immediately upstream (Clane). For the draft final model, an estimate of the hydrological
component in conjunction with the dam release scenario had been made, however, the discharge is
considered to be most accurately represented by adopting the modelled flows which simulate the flooding
mechanisms between the location of the dams and the upstream extent of the Celbridge model.
Figure 4.3.21 shows the 1%AEP event hydrograph inflow to the River Liffey, which includes a series of
peaks representing two flood scenarios. The first event which peaks at approximately 105m/s3 shows the
1%AEP event where the contributing catchment starts downstream of the two ESB dams (Pollaphuca and
Golden Falls). The following two peaks represent the subsequent dam release which would normally
follow a large flood event. The last peak which plateaus around 123m/s3 represents a controlled release
of flow from the dams as might arise after a 1%AEP event has past. It is noted that the peak flow is
similar to the peak flow simulated in the draft final model (120m/s3).
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Figure 4.3.21: Inflow hydrograph for River Liffey (1% AEP event)
For the Celbridge AFA, there is good confidence in both the hydrology and hydraulics due to the presence
of gauging stations and flood extent verification events. For the Hazelhatch AFA, and the area between
Hazelhatch and Celbridge (Commons Lower), there is low confidence in both the hydrology and
hydraulics. This is because of the difficulty in achieving model calibration with historical flood events due
to the significant impact of both groundwater flooding and pluvial flooding in this area.
It is concluded that the reported flooding is a result of a combination of flood sources, and therefore cannot
be adequately represented through the CFRAM Study which considers fluvial flooding only.
Consequently, it has not been possible to successfully calibrate and validate the hydraulic model in
Commons Lower area of Hazelhatch. Any flood relief measures which are implemented must consider the
flooding regime from all sources of flooding, including pluvial and groundwater, not only fluvial flooding as
has been considered in this report.
(3) Standard of Protection of Existing Formal Defences: No formal defences
(4) Gauging Stations:
There are two gauging stations within the model extents as discussed below (see Figure 4.3.2). Neither
gauging station has been selected for a rating review.
1. Straffan U/S (09034): No recorded flow data records were provided for this ESB gauging station on
the main channel of the Liffey, near to the upstream extent of the model. Consequently, it is not possible
to use this gauging station during model calibration.
2. Celbridge (09006): Continuous instantaneous flow data is available or the periods of 1967 – 1986 and
from 1995 - 1997. This gauging station was not given a classification under FSU but data provided by ESB
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indicates that there is confidence in the rating at the Qmed value from the extracted AMAX series of
56.5m3/s. Visual inspection of the records indicates that there may be some gaps in the data although
these do not seem to be consistent with any known flood events, although the long gap in the gauge
record from 1986 to 1995 does coincide with the occurrence of Hurricane Charlie in late August 1986. This
suggests the gauge may have malfunctioned during this particular flood event but the 19 years of data
prior to this are considered complete. The gauged Qmed value is similar in magnitude to catchment
descriptor based estimates for the middle catchment; although it must be pointed out that the gauged Qmed
is derived from a record which allows for the releases from the upper catchment through the dams at
Golden Falls and Pollaphuca. Nevertheless it is prudent that the gauged Qmed figure of 56.5 m3/s is used
as the basis for design flows at the gauging station. The additional flows as a result of release from the
dam must be considered through the output from the upstream models and additional allowance made
following modelling.
The topographical survey information does not include a cross-section at the location of the gauging
station or the Staff Gauge Zero datum (see Section 4.3.2 (9)).
(5) Other Information:
Not applicable.

4.3.6

Hydraulic Model Assumptions, Limitations and Handover Notes

(1) Hydraulic Model Assumptions:
(a)

The in-channel roughness coefficients were selected based on normal bounds and have been

reviewed during the calibration process - it is considered that the final selected values are representative.
The in-channel roughness coefficients along the Hazelhatch and Shinkeen watercourses have been
selected at the extents of reasonable bounds in order to best represent the historical flooding as shown by
the aerial photography in Section 1.1.5 (1).
(b) In the absence of more detailed information, an assumption has been made that the 1% AEP flow
contributed via the canal overflow to the Shinkeen watercourse is equivalent to the estimated full bore
hydraulic capacity of the overflow structure. This was estimated to be 6.8 m3/s and the growth factors for
the Shinkeen Stream were used to factor this flow for the various return periods. This is discussed further
in Section 4.3.3 (5).
(c) The model simulation time has been set to 5 days 4 hours in order to allow the peak flow and level
reached by the dam release to pass through the model extents.
(d) During a meeting (01/04/14) with Kildare CoCo, a culvert from the Crippaun watercourse (also known
as the Toni River) to the River Liffey was identified which had not been recorded as part of the
topographical survey. Kildare CoCo provided as constructed drawings of the culvert, enabling the culvert
to be included within the model (as the 'Crippaun Diversion'). It is assumed that the as constructed
drawings adequately represent this culvert.
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(e) The roughness parameters selected for the cross-sections upstream of the culvert and trash screen at
09HAZE00117I are at the upper bound of the suitable range of values. It is assumed that this approach
represents the hydraulic regime of this watercourse reach (in the absence of an option to explicitly model
trash screens in MIKE11).
(2) Hydraulic Model Limitations and Parameters:
(a) A grid resolution of 5 metres has been selected.
(b) There are no significant instabilities within the model.
(c) A limitation of the model is the uncertainty associated with canal overflow assumption. Further details
are given in the Summary of Calibration section within Section 4.3.5 (1).
(d) The draft model has not been calibrated to the spot gaugings at the Celbridge Gauging Station (09006)
due to absence of relevant survey information.
MIKE 11
Timestep (seconds)

2

Wave Approximation

High Order Fully Dynamic

Delta

0.9

MIKE 21
Timestep (seconds)

2

Drying / Flooding depths (metres)

0.02 / 0.03

Eddy Viscosity (and type)

0.25 (Flux Based)

MIKE FLOOD
Link Exponential Smoothing Factor

Liffey Mill, Ch 0 - Ch 266.078: 0.2 (0.1% AEP only)

(where non-default value used)

Liffey, Ch 35061.46 - Ch 37250.00: 0.8

Lateral Length Depth Tolerance (m)

N/A

(where non-default value used)
(3) Design Event Runs & Hydraulic Model Handover Notes:
(a) The upper MPW sections within the model, i.e. the upper reaches of the River Liffey, contained no
constraining structures and the capacity of the channel was generally sufficient to convey flow up to at
least 0.1% AEP.
(b) The majority of the River Liffey channel was found to be capable of conveying hydrological flows of at
least 0.1% AEP. Widespread flooding from the Liffey was only found to occur during the dam release
scenario. This occurred in the Newtown area, upstream of its confluence with the Ballymakealy
watercourse and Simmonstown watercourse and is influenced by the weir structure at Ch 43847 (see
photo 09LIFF02805_UP in Section 1.1.3 (1)). Adopting a conservative approach, the flood maps show the
most onerous flood extents from the entire model simulation (including the dam release scenario).
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(c) There is some flooding of agricultural land along the lower reaches of the Kilwoghan watercourse, due
to insufficient capacity in the channel.
(d) There is some flooding of agricultural land along the lower reaches of the Hazelhatch and Shinkeen
watercourses, due to insufficient capacity in the channel. This is predominantly during the 0.1% AEP
event only. There is significant flooding of both agricultural land and properties in the upper reaches of
these watercourses. This is primarily due to the contribution of the overflow from the Grand Canal in
addition to insufficient channel capacity. There is some flooding upstream of the Grand Canal on the
Balscott Stream and Hazelhatch watercourse, due to the restriction provided by the culverts under the
embankment (see photos 09BALS00108_u and 09HAZE00428_5 respectively in Section 1.1.3 (1)).
Appendix A.2 shows a long section of the Balscott and Shinkeen watercourses for the 1% AEP event.
(e) There is some flooding of agricultural land along the Crippaun watercourse upstream of the R403 road
and the Crippaun Diversion culvert, due to insufficient capacity in the channel.
(f) There is some flooding of agricultural land along the lower reaches of the Coolfitch watercourse due to
insufficient channel capacity. There is significant flooding in the upper reach of the modelled extent
predominantly due to insufficient channel capacity and some structures such as that shown in photo
00COOL00150D_DS in Section 1.1.3 (1).
(g) In order to avoid model instabilities, the bed level of cross-sections at the downstream extent of
tributaries have undergone minor adjustments to achieve better correlation with the bed level in the main
river at the confluence.
(h) No post-processing of the flood extents was required with the exception of filling along the boundary of
Leixlip Reservoir.
(i) There is separate cross-section file (HA09_CELB3B_XNS_DES_6A) for the 1% AEP model. A model
instability along the Straleek Watercourse required the removal of a cross-section at Ch. 122 within this
file. This resolved the instability at this location.

In conclusion, this model is calibrated to the limited available data. Flooding along the River Liffey is
concentrated in one area and is heavily influenced by the simulated dam release scenario. Elsewhere,
flooding is generally due to insufficient channel capacity. Finally, flooding from the Shinkeen Stream is
heavily influenced by the contributing flows it receives via the overflow from the Grand Canal. Please refer
to Section 4.3.5(2) for information on updates to the final model.
(4) Hydraulic Model Deliverables:
Please see Appendix A.4 for a list of all model files provided with this report.
(5) Quality Assurance:
Model Constructed by:

Stephen Patterson

Model Reviewed by:

Andrew Sloan

Model Approved by:

Malcolm Brian
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RIVER BRANCH

Ballymadeer
Balscott watercourse
Balscott watercourse
Balscott watercourse
Balscott watercourse
Balscott watercourse
Balscott watercourse
Coolfitch
Coolfitch
Coolfitch
Coolfitch
Coolfitch
Coolfitch
Coolfitch
Coolfitch
Coolfitch
Coolfitch
Coolfitch
Coolfitch
Coolfitch
Crippaun
Crippaun
Crippaun
Crippaun

CHAINAGE

ID

LENGTH (m)

MANNING'S
n

53.112
420.0825
1130.431
1205.806
1258.619
1297.1
1421.816
63.501
400.701
550.916
570.461
589
611.717
654.109
691.92
715.735
737.824
752.207
931.899
2077.304
984.8555
2581.376
3196.066
3220

09MACL00153J_culvert
09BALS00111I_culvert
09BALS00039D_bridge
09BALS00033I_culvert
09BALS00026D_bridge
09BALS00023D_bridge
09BALS00011D_bridge
09COOL00203I_culvert
09COOL00168D_bridge
09COOL00153D_bridge
09COOL00151D_bridge
09COOL00150D_bridge
09COOL00146D_bridge
09COOL00143I_culvert
09COOL00136I_culvert
09COOL00134I_culvert
09COOL00133J_culvert
09COOL00132I_culvert
09COOL00116D_bridge
09COOL00001I_culvert
09CRIP00246I_culvert
09CRIP00084D_bridge
09CRIP00023D_bridge
09CRIP00021D_bridge

12.3
26.66
15
29.95
14
18
6
9.21
4.82
3.1
1.33
15.07
0.83
5.35
6.31
1.1
8.57
1.02
15.94
4.9
6.53
4.53
2.49
4.94

0.013
0.015
0.013
0.013
0.018
0.013
0.013
0.015
0.015
0.015
0.013
0.015
0.013
0.015
0.015
0.015
0.015
0.015
0.018
0.013
0.015
0.015
0.018
0.018

Hazelhatch watercourse
Hazelhatch watercourse
Hazelhatch watercourse
Hazelhatch watercourse
Hazelhatch watercourse
Hazelhatch watercourse
Hazelhatch watercourse
Hazelhatch watercourse
Hazelhatch watercourse
Hazelhatch watercourse
Hazelhatch watercourse
Hazelhatch watercourse
Kilwoghan
Kilwoghan
Kilwoghan
Kilwoghan
Kilwoghan
Kilwoghan
Kilwoghan
Kilwoghan
Kilwoghan
Kilwoghan
Kilwoghan
Kilwoghan
Kilwoghan
Kilwoghan
Kilwoghan
Kilwoghan
Liffey (River)

976.168
1468.318
1701.838
1738
2475.829
2732.528
2829.536
3166.784
3362.445
3974.661
4277.599
349.6925
459.396
599.388
1044.602
1116.021
1197.648
1260.388
1300.923
1852.163
1928.474
2065.186
2359.15
2473.563
2542.64
2817.277
2867.286
2962.6
35510.419

09HAZE00365I_culvert
09HAZE00315D_bridge
09HAZE00291D_bridge
09HAZE00288D_bridge
09HAZE00213D_bridge
09HAZE00189D_bridge
09HAZE00177D_bridge
09HAZE00145D_bridge
09HAZE00125D_bridge
09HAZE00064D_bridge
09HAZE00033D_bridge
09HAZE00428I_culvert
09KILO00251D_bridge
09KILO00237D_bridge
09KILO00192D_bridge
09KILO00185I_culvert
09KILO00176I_culvert
09KILO00170I_culvert
09KILO00166I_culvert
09KILO00110I_culvert
09KILO00103I_culvert
09KILO00090I_culvert
09KILO00061I_culvert
09KILO00049I_culvert
09KILO00042I_culvert
09KILO00018I_culvert
09KILO00013I_culvert
09KILO00004I_culvert
09LIFF03644D_bridge

38.49
10.21
7.28
6.93
4.22
14.81
0.65
11.18
4.19
12.64
5.77
55.52
4.51
8.59
18.58
2.97
2.92
5.33
4.61
15.03
3.68
9.95
7.92
2.84
8.15
44.67
6.21
4.08
4.15

0.013
0.013
0.013
0.013
0.013
0.013
0.013
0.013
0.013
0.018
0.018
0.013
0.018
0.018
0.013
0.015
0.015
0.015
0.018
0.015
0.013
0.013
0.013
0.018
0.018
0.015
0.018
0.018
0.011

Liffey (River)
Liffey (River)
Liffey (River)
Liffey (River)
Liffey (River)
Liffey Mill
LiffeyMill Race
LiffeyMill Race
LiffeyMill Race
LiffeyMill Race
MilH
MilX
MilX
MilX
Rock
Shia
Shinkeen (Stream)
Shinkeen (Stream)
Shinkeen (Stream)
Shinkeen (Stream)
Shinkeen (Stream)
Shinkeen (Stream)
Shinkeen (Stream)
Shinkeen (Stream)
Shinkeen (Stream)
Shinkeen (Stream)
Shinkeen (Stream)
Shinkeen (Stream)
Simmonstown

35647.358
44784
45333.14
45354.69
47818.725
115.941
680
180
371.763
601.82
85.014
7.136
29.768
59.823
10
18.5
3043.261
25.037
69.014
103
1083.493
1530.032
1618.652
1973.528
2459.044
2490.685
2595.962
2872
345.025

09LIFF03629E_bridge
09LIFF02715D_bridge
09LIFF02661D_bridge
09LIFF02658D_bridge
09LIFF02412D_bridge
09LIMI00016D_bridge
09MILL00003D_bridge
09MILL00053D_bridge
09MILL00033D_bridge
09MILL00012I_culvert
09MILH00002I_culvert
09MILX00011D_bridge
09MILX00009I_culvert
09MILX00007I_culvert
09ROCK00003D_bridge
09SHIA00008J_culvert
09SHIN00001D_bridge
09SHIN00303J_culvert
09SHIN00299I_culvert
09SHIN00295D_bridge
09SHIN00205D_bridge
09SHIN00162D_bridge
09SHIN00154I_culvert
09SHIN00109D_bridge
09SHIN00061I_culvert
09SHIN00057I_culvert
09SHIN00044I_culvert
09SHIN00018D_bridge
09SIMM00077I_culvert

11.75
1.63
2.39
7.35
6.06
2.33
0.76
1.3
2.9
55.71
2.38
2.11
19.18
29.33
2.41
2
5.12
11.82
10.34
11.82
5.58
12.19
6.02
6.01
22.82
5.7
6.24
4.68
5.01

0.018
0.015
0.015
0.015
0.015
0.018
0.013
0.011
0.018
0.013
0.013
0.013
0.013
0.013
0.018
0.013
0.018
0.013
0.013
0.013
0.013
0.013
0.013
0.013
0.013
0.013
0.013
0.013
0.013

Simmonstown
Simmonstown
Simmonstown
Simmonstown
Straleek watercourse
Straleek watercourse
Straleek watercourse
Temple Place
Temple Place
Temple Place
WEIR

Structure ID Key:
D – Bridge Upstream Face
E – Bridge Downstream Face
I – Culvert Upstream Face
J – Culvert Downstream Face

472.244
930.714
969.745
1023.689
24.77
89
99.25
182.5
257.828
337.734
12

09SIMM00064I_culvert
09SIMM00020I_culvert
09SIMM00016D_bridge
09SIMM00010D_bridge
09STRA00014D_bridge
09STRA00006D_bridge
09STRA00005J_culvert
09TEMP00020D_bridge
09TEMP00015D_bridge
09TEMP00006D_bridge
09WEIR00003D_bridge

4.15
41.49
1.2
5.62
1.78
1.77
1.5
3.58
1.8
1.4
2.46

0.013
0.015
0.015
0.018
0.015
0.015
0.015
0.015
0.013
0.011
0.018

Structure Details - Weirs

RIVER BRANCH
Balscott watercourse
Balscott watercourse
Balscott watercourse
Kilwoghan
Kilwoghan
Kilwoghan
Kilwoghan
Kilwoghan
Kilwoghan
Liffey (River)
Liffey (River)
Liffey (River)
Liffey (River)
Liffey Mill
MilH
Rock
Shinkeen (Stream)
Shinkeen (Stream)
Shinkeen (Stream)
Shinkeen (Stream)
Straleek watercourse
Temple Place
WEIR

CHAINAGE
1244
1252
1280.5
2334.876
2424.824
2489.007
2505.151
2552
2882.776
43847.165
35597.333
44654.485
47424.125
203.487
5.818
3.5
2802.563
2878.395
2888
2901.151
107
373.543
4.5

ID
09BALS00027W_weir
09BALS00026W_weir
09BALS00023W_weir
09KILO00063W_weir
09KILO00053W_weir
09KILO00048W_weir
09KILO00047W_weir
09KILO00041J_weir
09KILO00012W_weir
09LIFF02807W_weir
09LIFF03634W_weir
09LIFF02727W_weir
09LIFF02452W_weir
09LIMI00006W_weir
09MILH00009W_weir
09ROCK00003W_weir
09SHIN00025W_weir
09SHIN00017W_weir
09SHIN00016W_weir
09SHIN00014W_weir
09STRA00005J_weir
09TEMP00003W_weir
09WEIR00003W_weir

Type
Broad Crested Weir
Broad Crested Weir
Broad Crested Weir
Broad Crested Weir
Broad Crested Weir
Broad Crested Weir
Broad Crested Weir
Broad Crested Weir
Broad Crested Weir
Broad Crested Weir
Broad Crested Weir
Broad Crested Weir
Broad Crested Weir
Broad Crested Weir
Broad Crested Weir
Broad Crested Weir
Broad Crested Weir
Broad Crested Weir
Broad Crested Weir
Broad Crested Weir
Broad Crested Weir
Broad Crested Weir
Broad Crested Weir

APPENDIX A.2

Peak water level

Top of Right Bank
Top of Left Bank

Grand Canal
Railway Line
Tennis Club
R403
Liffey Confluence

Long section of the Balscott and Shinkeen Watercourses for the 1% AEP event.

APPENDIX A.3
Peak Water Flows
AEP

Check Flow (m3/s)

SHINKEEN (STREAM) 341.724

10%

8.29

09_501_Inter_1

1%

13.95

0.1%

22.91

LIFFEY (RIVER) 43952.4

10%

102.68

09_294_1_RPS

1%

134.83

0.1%

165.83

LIFFEY (RIVER) 44322.8

10%

102.72

09_1668_2_RPS

1%

134.87

0.1%

165.87

LIFFEY (RIVER) 45905.3

10%

102.82

09006_RPS

1%

134.97

0.1%

165.97

River Name & Chainage

Model Flow (m3/s)
5.61
8.80
13.48
100.18
129.51
174.45
100.22
130.53
182.63
99.77
130.97
182.19

Diff (%)
-32.34
-36.94
-41.18
-2.44
-3.95
+5.20
-2.44
-3.22
+10.22
-2.97
-2.99
+9.77

The table above provides details of the modelled flow, the estimated flow and the percentage
difference of a HEP at the upstream extent of Celbridge AFA (09_294_1_RPS), the centre of the
Celbridge AFA (09_1668_2_RPS), downstream of the AFA (09006_RPS) and the centre of the
Hazelhatch AFA (09_501_Inter_1).

It should be noted that the estimated flows at each HEP account for the dam release scenario in the
modelled inflow to the River Liffey (as outlined in Section 4.3.3 (5)). It can be seen that the modelled
flows correlate well with the estimated flows at each River Liffey HEP above, with all differences less
than 10%.

At the 09_501_Inter_1 HEP, the modelled flow is up to 42% less than the check flow. The check flows
stated in the above table are not true hydrological estimates as they simply add the peak of the canal
overflow to the peak of the hydrological component. This assumption was made during the model
calibration process in an effort to replicate the historical flood extents in the area between Celbridge
Hazelhatch. Further consultation and development of the model identified that the source of this
flooding is not from the Shinkeen watercourse and so the model simulates the timing of the
hydrographs as calculated during the initial hydrological analysis (and shown in the diagram below).
Therefore, the comparison of the modelled flows should be made with the check flows from the initial
hydrological analysis which are 5.73 m3/s, 10.05 m3/s and 19.07 m3/s for the 10%, 1% and 0.1% AEP
events respectively. This results in a difference of less than 12% for each event except for the 0.1%
AEP event which is 30% less than the check flow. This is to be expected as the check flow does not
account for attenuation which occurs upstream of this HEP at the railway line and Grand Canal.

Hydrograph inputs upstream of the 09_501_Inter_1 HEP for the 1% AEP event

Generally, the close correlation between the modelled flows and design flows above show that this
model ensures that the correct frequency conditions are met, with no further joint probability analysis
required.

APPENDIX A.4

MIKE FLOOD
HA09_ CELB3B _MF_DES_22_Q10
HA09_ CELB3B _MF_DES_22_Q100
HA09_ CELB3B _MF_DES_22_Q1000

MIKE 11 ‐ SIM FILE & RESULTS FILE
HA09_CELB3B_M11_DES_22_Q10
HA09_CELB3B_M11_ DES_22_Q100
HA09_CELB3B_M11_ DES_22_Q1000
MIKE 11 ‐ DFS0 FILE
HA09_CELB3B_DFS0_10%AEP
HA09_CELB3B_DFS0_1%AEP
HA09_CELB3B_DFS0_0.1%AEP

MIKE 21
HA09_CELB3B_M22_DES_22_Q10
HA09_CELB3B_M22_DES_22_Q100
HA09_CELB3B_M22_DES_22_Q1000
HA09_CELB3B_Mesh
HA09_CELB3B_ FPR
MIKE 11 ‐ NETWORK FILE
HA09_CELB3B_NWK_DES_22

MIKE 21 RESULTS
HA09_CELB3B_HD_DES_22_Q10
HA09_CELB3B_ HD _DES_22_Q100
HA09_CELB3B_ HD _DES_22_Q1000

MIKE 11 ‐ CROSS‐SECTION FILE
HA09_CELB3B_XNS_DES_22

MIKE 11 ‐ HD FILE & RESULTS FILE
HA09_CELB3B_HD_DES_22_Q10
HA09_CELB3B_HD_DES_22_Q100
HA09_CELB3B_HD_DES_22_Q1000

MIKE 11 ‐ BOUNDARY FILE
HA09_CELB3B_BND_ DES_22_Q10
HA09_CELB3B_BND_ DES_22_Q100
HA09_CELB3B_BND_ DES_22_Q1000

GIS Deliverables - Hazard
Flood Extent Files (Shapefiles)
Fluvial
E12EXFCD100F0
E12EXFCD010F0
E12EXFCD001F0

Flood Depth Files (Raster)
Fluvial
E12DPFCD100F0
E12DPFCD010F0
E12DPFCD001F0

Water Level and Flows (Shapefiles)
Fluvial
E12NFCDF0

Flood Zone Files (Shapefiles)

Flood Velocity Files (Raster)
Fluvial
E12VLFCD100F0
E12VLFCD010F0
E12VLFCD001F0

Flood Defence Files (Shapefiles)
Defended Areas
N/A

E12ZNAFCDF0
E12ZNBFCDF0

Defence Failure Extent
N/A

GIS Deliverables - Risk
Specific Risk - Inhabitants (Raster)
Fluvial
E12RIFCD100F0
E12RIFCD010F0
E12RIFCD001F0

General Risk - Economic (Shapefiles)
One UoM Map

General Risk-Environmental (Shapefiles)

